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Abstract E,, Vibrational excitation energy [J]
h Planck's constant [Js], enthalpy [J/kg]

A detailed numerical model has been developed to I Total current [A]
study the gasdynamic flow in an electrothermal ar- 3 Electric current density [A/m 2]
cjet thruster. This two-temperature, Navier-Stokes k Boltzman's constant [J/"K]
model consistently incorporates viscosity, heat con- K Equilibrium constant
duction, ohmic dissipation, collisional energy trans- m Particle mass [kg]
fer between electrons and heavy species, ambipo- n Number density [1/m s ]
lar diffusion, nonequilibrium dissociation and ioniza- i Net production rate [1/m'/s]
tion, and radiation. The fluid equations are solved 9 Avogadro's number [1/mole]
by MacCormack's method, while an iterative pro- p Scalar pressure [Pa]
cedure is used to relax an electric potential equa- . Heat flux vector [W/m 2]
tion, from which the current distribution in the R Real gas constant [J/kg/oK]
thruster is obtained. Converged solutions are com- A Universal gas constant [J/mole/OK]
pared with experimental results from the German Energy loss due to radiation [W/m ]

TT1 radiatively-cooled arcjet thruster with hydro- T Temperature [OK]
gen propellant. Results are presented for a base- ° Mean flow velocity [m/s]
line case which reveal the two-dimensional, two-fluid M o velocity [r/]

, .. Bohm velocity [m/s]nature of the interior flow, especially in terms of velocity [/
the distribution and anode attachment of the elec- V Slip velocity [m/s]

tric current and the growth and development of the Mole fraction
arc region. Calculated discharge voltage is within a a Ionization fraction

a Coefficient of thermal conductivity [W/m/°K]few percent of experimental measurements, and pre- C
dicted specific impulse is within 5-10% agreement p Coefficient of viscosity [ g/ms]

v Collision frequency. [1/]over a range of operating parameters. The effects of Collision frequency [1/
a coupled anode heat balance model on the predicted Electric potential [V]

anode wall temperature, inlet gas temperature, and t Viscous dissipation function [W/ ]

overall thruster performance are also discussed. b Electron mobility [m 2 /f/C]
p Mass density [kg/m 8]
0 Electrical conductivity [mho/m]

Nomenclature 1 Average effective collision integral [m2 ]

e, Specific heat at constant volume [J/mole/OK] 1 Introduction
Da Ambipolar diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
d,, Ambipolar flux of ions and electrons [1/m 2/s] Low power arcjet thrusters have recently been flight
e Electric charge [C], internal energy [J/kg] qualified through ground testing and will soon be
E Electric field [V/m] tested in space for stationkeeping of geosynchronous
El Ionization energy [J] communication satellites. Most of the impetus for
Ed Dissociation energy [J] design strategies, however, has come from empirical
Er Elastic collisional energy transfer [W/m 3 ] studies and experimentation, and a need remains to

better understand the underlying physics, detailed
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flow in an arcjet thruster effectively limits the use on electron impact ionization and three-body recom-
of analytic techniques to simplified cases, through bination, with only H + ions considered.
which one may obtain useful physical insights but The following assumptions are made regarding the
inadequate predictions of thruster performance. Ex- state of the flow in the thruster and the physical
perimental techniques provide much useful empirical processes involved. The plasma produced by ioniz-
data, but many quantities of interest are not acces- ing electron collisions is assumed to be macroscop-
sible in the important regions of the thrusters. For ically neutral, so that n, = ni. Strong coupling
these reasons numerical methods of solving the gov- is assumed between the ions and neutrals, desig-
erning equations have become an important tool for nated together as the heavy species. This implies
conducting arcjet research. that i i i i (except for ambipolar diffusion),

Previous numerical modeling of arcjet thrusters and Ti 2 T, 2 T,. Effects which are consistently
has focused on the development of l-D, 2-D, and incorporated include ambipolar diffusion, heat con-
axisymmetric models with relatively simple physics duction, viscous shear and dissipation, ohmic heat-
and geometries. The level of detail has ranged ing, collisional energy transfer between electrons and
from 1-D models[l] to coupled quasi-analytic mod- heavy species, and energy lost through radiation.
els of the inner (arc) and outer (cold gas) flows[2, The self-induced magnetic field of the ionized gas
3, 4], to simplified axisymmetric space-marching is neglected due to the low current density in the
techniques[5], and finally to 2-D and axisymmet- thruster, and the individual species are assumed to
ric viscous codes which begin to incorporate most obey the ideal gas law. Given the aforementioned
of the detailed physical processes[6, 7, 8]. The lat- assumptions, the model can be summarized by a set
est research has obtained results which variously in- of nine partial differential equations which must be
clude ohmic heating, electron heat conduction, ther- solved locally in order to generate a viable simula-
mal and ionizational nonequilibrium, and empirical tion of the flow in an arcjet thruster.
models of radiation losses. There are still a num-
ber of issues, such as viscous and diffusive effects, 2.2 Governing Equations
arc formation and attachment, the heat balance in
the anode, and ultimately the accurate prediction of The set of equations which govern the flow in the
voltage and efficiency, which need to be addressed, model arcjet thruster of this research is essentially
This paper describes a generalized, more physically a group of modified Navier-Stokes equations. These
accurate model of the gasdynamic flow through an include an equation of state and equations for the
arcjet thruster, which includes the aforementioned ion, neutral atom, and global density; the axial, ra-
effects and compares favorably to experimental re- dial, and azimuthal global momentum; the electron
suits obtained with medium power hydrogen arcjets. and heavy species energy; and the electric potential.

In order to maintain numerical robustness, these
2 Model equations are written in as conservative a manner

as possible, particularly with respect to the ] terms
2.1 Basic Assumptions which appear due to the axisymmetry of the prob-

lem.
This model is based on an axisymmetric formulation, The electric potential equation is derived by con-
so that variations in flow quantities in the azimuthal bining Ohm's law, j = o-E+Vp,, with the equation
direction are neglected. A component of the flow ve- V . = 0, where if = - is the electron mo-
locity in the 0-direction, however, is incorporated to m, L .,
account for the "swirl" injection of most experimen- bility. Assuming a potential of the form = -Vo,
tal arcjets. The model has been developed in a gen- the resulting equation is given by
eral enough sense so that any monatomic or diatomic
propellant may be simulated. For the purpose of 1 8 ( \ ( 8\
this research hydrogen was selected as the propel- r Tr Or Oz O\ z
lant of choice, due to its low molecular weight (and
therefore high performance) and its simple molecu- 1 22p. P1 p p \ $2 8 p p 8ov
lar structure, which allows for analytic evaluation of = v \--+ + + + zz
the necessary transport coefficients. Nonequilibrium (1)
dissociation and ionization are modeled, and four 'dissociation and ionization are modeled, and four The current density may then be extracted by solv-
species of particles are tracked: diatomic molecules, g
monatomic neutrals and ions, and electrons. Disso-
ciation is modeled by heavy species collisions and by Pg. p d 8' (
electron impact, and the ionization process is based 3, = B - Dr an d -=  - az (2)
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The global density equation is obtained by sum- + (pH, e, Va,, + ppegHVH, + pg+eH+ VH+,)
ming the individual species continuity equations: 8r

Dpr Dpu, r Dpu, 8Va,r DV, r V,+,r
+ + = 0. (3) +P PH P a+

Bt or OZ Dr + or r

For the ion (or electron) density, the governing equa- + P r + 8 = I + E - - Edng r,
tion is derived from the statement of ion mass con- r + z 2

servation, modified to account for the ambipolar flux (10)
of charged particles in terms of ion density gradients: where the internal energy and enthalpy are defined

by
8p,r 8(p,u, + d,,)r (p,u, + d,,)r 3 5

t+ r + z (4) pm = (pg +pg+) RT,+ 2g,aRg,T,

where d, is the ambipolar flux, given by -
P , R B, 0, 7+  e - pRaT (11)

l+ ) e' -1 4

d, = -D.Vp; D. = V rkT-
4m Qi.(n, + n,) and

(5)
Here the source term n, represents the net rate of phg = pe, + pg,RHTg + (PH + Pg+) RHT,. (12)
production of ions per unit volume through inelas-
tic collisional processes. The statement of atomic Additional flux terms have been included in the ra-
hydrogen mass conservation is obtained in a simi- dial direction to account for the radial transport of
lar manner, and the effect of ambipolar diffusion is energy by ambipolar diffusion. The heat flux vectors
consistently included by assuming that both neutral in Eqn. 10 can be expressed as
species travel at the same velocity:

p p , 8 ( P q = -kg, ' and q, = -k, ', (13)
OPH p 8 (, _ PH mr d r 8z

t r Or \(pH, + pH) m' / while the viscous dissipation function is given by

SPHuzr 8 PHa my 2 ' r / 2
8z -z (pH, + p) me = 2+ 2 ( ) +2 -

Or 8z r
= mH (iZ+ < av > n,,nH, - ",) . (6)

In this equation the source term represents the net (u Ou 2 / u 2 / u, 2
rate of production of neutral atoms, given by the + z ) r r ) \ Dz )
difference between the net rate of production due to
dissociation and the net rate of ionization of those 2 /21 , )1
neutral atoms produced. -3 -fr -z . (14)

The three global momentum equations are

2 Collisional energy transfer between electrons and
8u, r +(pU + p- O)r (PpUr, - T,)r heavy species is represented by the following expres-

9t Dr 8z sion:

+Te - 0, (7) E = 3 ! (va+ + VH + 6,5 ,a.)k(T - T,). (15)
O8pur (pu,u - r,)r D (pueu - r.,)r mH

+ +
Ot 8r Bz The coefficient 6, in Eqn. 15 is necessary to correct

+ purur = 0, and (8) for the fact that electron-H 2 collisions are inelastic
in nature.8Pur 8(pUru - T,,)r 8(pU +p- 7,)r

- + 8- + 8z = 0, For electrons, the governing energy equation is:
t or OZ

(9)(9) 8p E,r 8(p,u,,. H + q,,)r 9(p,u., H, + q,,)r
where the corresponding rij are the viscous stress + -Z
tensor components in axisymmetric coordinates.

The heavy species energy equation isv >

3

-- .- 1' Br + 8 (16)
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Here e represents heating due to ohmic dissipation, R = 6.5 (InL- - 4.0833)2
Sis the continuum radiative loss, and the total en- ep 0.8179 (23)
ergy and enthalpy are given by

3 1 , ) 2.4 Transport Properties
, R T, + tu (17)

Because of the multi-component nature of the gas
and in an electrothermal arcjet, even with hydrogen as

He = E, + RT,. (18) a propellant, the equations for the transport prop-

The required electron velocities are extracted from erties become quite complex. Since data are more

the local current density, readily available for hydrogen in the form of colli-

The final equation required for closure of the set sion integrals, a formulation of the transport coeffi-

is the equation of state: cents based on these integrals rather than on colli-
sion cross-sections is implemented. As an example

p= pj = njkT, + nkT.. (19) of the form of the transport coefficients used in this
j j model, the gas coefficient of viscosity is given by

Eqn. 24. It is calculated based on a mean free path

2.3 Dissociation and Ionization mixture formula, which is a function of the collision
integrals and the species number densities and pure

The nonequilibrium dissociation rate ha is derived viscosities[12]:
by following the procedure and nomenclature of
Biasca[9] for collisions of heavy species. Accordingly, P ngp
this rate is given by n, + /

( B 2 - 2 "'
ha = A*N' exp . gn + rnYHg,) +gg

na + ng, + 2n +

Tg 2x o/r, (20) ar+C/r+K(T,) ( + n+ + , (24)
4 2n H-- +

where N is Avogadro's number, Kp is the equilib- ng+ + n,

rium constant in terms of partial pressures, the cjs where the pure viscosities are given to lowest order
are the species molar concentrations, and the ap- by
propriate constants for hydrogen are listed in Ta-
ble 1[10]. Dissociation by e - H 2 collisions is repre- = 2.6693 x 1026(M,) (25)
sented by the second term on the right-hand side of ( 2 2)

Eqn. 6, where the reaction rate coefficient < ,v >
as a function of T, is taken from Janev et al.[11]. Electron and heavy species thermal conductivity co-

efficients are calculated based on similar mean free

Table 1: Constants for the Hydrogen Dissociation path arguments and mixture rules, and the electrical

Rate Equation conductivity is taken from a first order approxima-

Constant Value tion by Grier[14]. Collision integrals required in the

A (m 3 /mole - a) 5.5 x 1012 calculation of transport coefficients are interpolated

B (J/mole) 435,600 as a function of temperature from data by Grier[14],n -1 Belov[15], and Vanderslice et al.[16]. The accuracy
m--n 5 of the above approximate formulas for the transport
m - 2 -coefficients was verified by comparison to previous,

--- 2more detailed work for hydrogen in thermal and ion-
izational equilibrium.

For ionization, the finite production rate is

given by the generalized model of ionization
and three-body recombination[12] as modified by 3 Numerical Method
Sheppard[13]:

= Rn, (Sn - n) (21) 3.1 Integration Scheme

The governing fluid equations are numerically in-

S = (2rmkT, ' (22) tegrated using MacCormack's explicit node-based
h method, which is 2nd order accurate in time and
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space. An empirical stability formula developed by remaining quantities.
MacCormack and Baldwin[17] is utilized to calculate Flow boundary conditions at the thruster walls
the integration time step, which is then multiplied include viscous no-slip conditions for the fluid ve-
by a fractional coefficient to account for the effect of locities and an imposed zero gradient on the elec-
source terms and nonlinearities. Although MacCor- tron temperature. The heavy species temperature is
mack's method contains some inherent dissipation, held constant at 1000°K upstream of the constric-
additional numerical smoothing is required in order tor, increasing linearly to 1100°K at the constric-
to damp unwanted numerical oscillations in the fluid tor exit. This profile was chosen based on experi-
equations. Consequently, 2nd and 4th order smooth- mental and numerical calculations of the anode wall
ing terms are applied to each equation as necessary. temperature distribution for a reasonable operating
The electric potential equation, being predominantly range of the German TT1 radiatively-cooled arcjet
elliptic in nature, is solved by iteration using a suc- thruster[18]. On the cathode the wall temperature is
cessive overrelaxation (SOR) technique. allowed to increase to a maximum of 2000°K at the

Since the physical grid is nonuniform in order to tip. For the boundary condition on electron density
closely represent the geometry of the actual arcjet at each electrode, a balance is postulated between
being modeled, the governing equations are trans- the flux of ions arriving at the sheath edge by am-
formed into natural coordinates and then solved on bipolar diffusion and the flux of ions arriving at the
a uniform Cartesian computational mesh. The phys- wall by virtue of their thermal energy at the Bohm
ical grid contains 140 axial by 30 radial grid points. velocity (vs):

dne
3.2 Boundary Conditions D.-- = 0.61n.a, (26)

The conditions at the inlet of the computational do- where
main are postulated to be those of a flow which has k (T + T )
just been injected into the thruster plenum by a large 1s = ( +T (27)
number of evenly spaced jets. The flow is thereforeV m
assumed to be subsonic and parallel to the thruster This boundary condition neglects the voltage drops
walls. A fraction of the total inlet velocity, typically present in the non-neutral plasma sheath. Also
30-50%, is specified as being in the azimuthal di- omitted is the dependence of the thermionic emis-
rection in order to simulate an injected swirl. The sion of electrons at the cathode on the cathode wall
mass flow rate and total enthalpy are specified based temperature. Application of the perpendicular over-
on the particular run parameters, and the ionization all momentum equation at the walls provides the
fraction is set to a small value, typically 1 x 10-6. approximate condition
The density is obtained from a downwind finite dif-
ference approximation of the overall continuity equa- -Ioall = 0, (28)
tion, and the inlet electron temperature is set equal df
to that of the next inside point. No current is al- where inertial and viscous terms have been ne-
lowed to pass upstream of the inlet. glected.

The boundary conditions at the outlet of the The boundary condition on the wall electric po-
thruster depend on whether the exit flow is subsonic tential is that there is no current perpendicular to an
or supersonic. In both cases the electron tempera- insulating section, and that the potential on the an-
ture is set equal to that of the next inside point, and ode is set equal to a fixed but arbitrary voltage. For
no current may pass beyond the exit plane. If the numerical reasons, anode current attachment is re-
flow is supersonic at a point on the exit plane, then stricted to that portion of the outer wall downstream
the remaining quantities are extrapolated from their of the constrictor exit. On the cathode tip, a uniform
values at the preceding two grid points of the mesh. axial current density is prescribed which sums to the
If the flow is subsonic, then the exit pressure is set specified total current; the potential at the cathode
equal to a small value representing near-vacuum con- is then chosen so as to maintain this current level.
ditions and the density and axial velocity are given A cathode voltage drop equal to the ionization po-
by Riemann invariants. The remaining quantities tential plus one half of the dissociation potential of
at a subsonic outlet are then calculated as in the the gas is added to the calculated voltage in order
supersonic case. to account for the model's neglect of the cathode

For those boundary points lying beyond the tip of sheath region. In addition, an anode voltage drop
the cathode on the line of symmetry (r = 0), the is subtracted from the calculated voltage in order to
radial and azimuthal flow velocities are set equal to account for the anode sheath region. A negative po-
zero and a zero radial gradient is imposed on the tential gradient is required in this sheath in order to
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turn back excess electrons since the extracted cur- This total anode voltage drop is associated with the
rent is much less than the random thermal flux of net deposition of energy into the anode block by
electrons to the anode wall (janod < enree). This heavy species heat conduction and by the impinge-
voltage drop is given by ment of current-carrying electrons. Assuming that

the energy transferred per unit area is of the form
AV _ k T ,

e [4 0.61 J ^ ^ -^+'mp)+ 4dT9  1 2e 61V- E..v, kd. + E k 2PS +U. P + pu + Ein,. ,
an [2 2 e

0.61en, _ (9 yields an equivalent voltage of 14.5V for this de-
posited power, which agrees well with the AV, seen

4 Results in the potential profile.
Current streamlines are plotted in Figure 2. In

4.1 B e C e this case, the bulk of the current attaches within the
41 B e C e first quarter of the nozzle, with a peak just down-

Results have been achieved for comparison to the stream of the constrictor exit. The flow becomes
German TT1 radiation-cooled arcjet thruster[18] at fully ionized along the centerline immediately down-
a number of operating points. For the baseline case stream of the cathode tip and remains so through
of I = 100A and rh = O.lg/s, some results have the first part of the nozzle expansion, beyond which
been presented in a previous paper[19]. Table 2 com- there is some recombination (Figure 3). The bound-
pares bulk results of the simulation to experimen- ary of the partially ionized region grows to approx-
tal measurements, while Figures 1 through 9 show imately 50% of the channel by the constrictor exit,
line and contour plots of representative quantities. and this region is essentially entrained in the flow
There is excellent agreement in the voltage between throughout the nozzle. The primary heating mecha-
predicted and experimental results, and good agree- nism is ohmic dissipation, which peaks locally along
ment (within 7%) in the thrust and specific impulse. the constrictor centerline and just beyond the con-
The accuracy in voltage prediction shows that the strictor exit near the anode. This is evidenced by
model is accurately modeling arc growth, electrical the local maxima in electron temperature in these
conductivity, and current attachment given the as- regions (Figure 4).
sumptions we have made regarding electrode sheath Within the highly ionized region of the arc in the
voltage drops. The overprediction of thrust may be a constrictor, collisional energy transfer between elec-
result of inaccurately specified boundary conditions trons and heavy species raises the gas temperature
for the electrode temperatures and the inlet gas tem- to 20, 000 - 30, 000°K, or nearly the same temper-
perature (see Sec. 5), or it may reflect remaining ature as the electrons. Outside of the arc the flow
deficiencies in modeling the anodic arc attachment remains cold, at a temperature approximately equal
region. to the anode wall temperature. This outer flow re-

mains essentially uncoupled from the hot core flow,
Table 2: Comparison of Predicted and Experimental as pictured in Figure 5. The flow velocity is also un-
Results for Baseline Case coupled, although viscous forces eventually wash out

Predicted Experiment the separation in the nozzle expansion (Figure 6).
Voltage (V) 115 112 Since the pressure is nearly uniform in the radial
Power (kW) 11.5 11.2 direction, rapid acceleration of the core flow occurs
Thrust (N) 1.01 0.94 throughout the low pressure region of the arc in the
Specific Impulse (s) 1030 960 constrictor. Once the bulk of the pressure work has
Efficiency 0.442 0.395 been utilized in the expansion process, however, vis-

cous forces arising from steep velocity gradients in
Figure 1 shows an axial line plot of the electric the central core decelerate the flow significantly in

potential from the cathode tip to the anode attach- the nozzle expansion. Both the inner and outer flows
ment zone. The near-cathode voltage drop AV is accelerate smoothly through sonic velocity at and
composed of a 15.8V drop assigned to the cathode just beyond the constrictor exit, and a peak Mach
sheath (V + !Vd) and an 8V drop calculated in the number of 2.86 is reached.
first few grid points downstream of the tip. The Simulating the current attachment at the anode
near-anode voltage drop AV. 15V is composed of realistically and self-consistently has been a major
a 22V drop captured by the simulation and a -7V difficulty in previous arcjet simulations. The effec-
drop associated with the electron-repelling sheath, tiveness of this model in simulating this region is
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due to the incorporation of separate energy equa- 4.2 Performance Mapping
tions for the heavy species and electrons and to the

A number of other cases have been run to eval-
use of nonequilibrium dissociation and ionization fi-

uate the model's effectiveness in predicting arcjetnite rate equations. Ohmic dissipation is found to
performance over a range of parameters. Figure 10

be an important source of energy both inside and performance over a range of parameters. Figure 10
shows simulation predictions of specific impulse for

outside the arc (Figure 7). This leads to electrons
the TT1 thruster at three mass flow rates and over

temperatures as high as 20, 000*K in the anode at- .
a range of applied currents. The simulated specifictachment zone of the outer flow, much higher than a e of applied rrents he simlate speii

the 1000-2000K temperatures which woud be ca- impulse is seen to be approximately 5-10% higherthe 1000-2000°K temperatures which would be cal-
. than that measured by experiment. Table 4 com-

culated by a model with only one energy equation. t m b . T
pares predicted and experimentally measured dis-

Figure 8 illustrates this result by comparing radial pares predcted ad eperenta esured
charge voltage for the cases presented in Figure 10.profiles of the electron and heavy species tempera- c v f t c p

tures at an axal location 0.25mm downstream of the Voltage predictions from the arcjet simulation fall
consl electron temperature from within 1-3% of experiment for the intermediate

constrictor exit. This elevated electron temperature
constio e. Ts e d mass flow rate to within 10-15% for the high massthen produces enough electron impact dissociation flow rate to within 1 o the high mass

low rate. The negative slope of the V-I relation-and ionization to create the necessary charge carri- flw ra. Te s e f e relation
ers for electrical conduction between the outer arc ship is also captured. The differences in predictive
boundary and the anode. Radial ambipolar diffu- voltage accuracy between mass flow rates probably

result from the boundary condition which requiression also plays a role in moving ions and electrons t
the current to attach downstream of the constrictor

outward from the arc into the surrounding cooler gas
exit. In reality this attachment point is a functionflow. This process is evidenced by radial profiles of e
of the operating conditions and may also be affected

the ambipolar diffusion and net ionization terms in
n i i n ear by sheath layers or instabilities not addressed by thisthe electron density equation, shown in Figure 9 near esearch.

the anode wall in the current attachment region.

To gain an understanding of the loss mechanisms Table 4: Comparison of Discharge Voltages for the
involved in this particular arcjet thruster design, we Cases in Figure 10
can examine the partition of energy in the flow at Case Voltage
the exit plane. By conservation of energy, the to- I(A) mi(g/s) Numerical Experiment
tal power in the exiting flow for the baseline case is 70 0.05 89 86
equal to the electrical input power minus the power 100 0.05 85 78
lost to the walls plus the power inherent in the inlet 60 0.10 118 117
flow, for a total of 14.58kW. Table 3 catalogs the dis- 100 0.10 115 112
tribution of this power in the various energy states 130 0.10 113 111
of the exiting flow. As the table shows, in this case 60 0.15 140 127

95 0.15 138 120
130 0.15 137 118

Table 3: Distribution of Energy in the Exit Flow for
the Baseline Case Arcjet Simulation The effect of increasing specific power on arcjet

Energy State Power(W) % of Total performance can be examined in detail by compar-

Axial kinetic 5720 39.2 ing simulation results from the three mh = 0.1g/s

Radial kinetic 89 0.6 cases. Predicted voltages for these cases are very

Azimuthal kinetic < 1 0.0 similar, as are current patterns in the nozzle. Physi-
Ionization 2546 17.5 cally, the distribution of current is controlled by the
Dissociation 4367 30.0 behavior of current passage through the outer gas
Dissociation 4367 30.0 .

Eltron terml 8 06 layer, which is in turn governed by the heat diffusiv-
Electron thermal 88 0.6 .

le . thermal 89 0. ity in that layer. Since the heat diffusivity is essen-
Heavy sp. thermal 1769 12.1 tially the same for these three cases, the current pat-

terns and voltages are nearly identical as well. The
slightly negative V-I characteristic results primarily

only 39% of the exit plane energy is in the form of from higher electrical conductivity in the arc core
useful thrust. Fully 47% of the energy is tied up in due to increasing electron temperature with increas-
dissociation and ionization, while 13% is classified as ing current (Figure 11). In addition, the arc width
thermal energy. In particular, the energy bound in increases as the current is increased (Figure 12), thus
dissociation and ionization represents a significant decreasing the width of the outer layer. This makes
frozen loss. it easier for current to pass through the outer layer,
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so that as the current is increased the arc attaches 5 Anode Thermal Model
earlier in the nozzle and the voltage is reduced.

In order to gain a more accurate estimate of the
The effects of are widening and increasing tem-The effects of arc widening and increasing te- temperature of the inlet gas and of the anode wall,

perature with increasing current result indirectly an anode heat aane ode was onst ted g
fm e e o i d i on p d an anode heat balance model was constructed. Fig-from the greater ohmic dissipation produced byfrom the greater ohmic dissipation produced by ure 19 shows a diagram of the simulated thrusterhigher current levels. This increased dissipation sse o the TT1 atcje. he tust

assembly for the TT1 arcjet. The tungsten anodethen causes additional heating of the electrons, as and a , o enum casng, boron ntre ina n d cathode, molybdenum casing, boron nitride in-shown in the centerline plots of electron temperature and ropellant gs paags are incl
n F e 11. i e t sulator, and propellant gas passages are all included

in Figure 11. Higher electron temperatures cause in this heat balance model.
not only increased collisional energy transfer to the in this heat aane oe.

The governing equation in the thruster assemblyheavy species, thereby elevating gas temperatures is the heat flow equation
(Figure 13), but also higher finite-rate dissociation
and ionization rates and increased ambipolar diffu- f 8 T\ 1 8 8T) 2
sion, which cause the ionized region of the arc core 8z o z - r \ = - (31)
to widen. Interestingly, the electron temperature in
the flow outside the main arc is little affected by vari- where r is the local thermal conductivity. For low
ations in the applied current, as shown in Figure 14. to medium power arcjets, Ohmic dissipation is neg-
Since the temperature increases and the arc core ex- ligible in the anode but not insignificant in the thin
pands radially as the current is increased, the cen- cathode rod. At the rear of the thruster assembly
tral region of low mass flow necessarily deepens and the temperature is fixed at 300°K, while on the outer
widens. This can be seen in Figure 15, which shows surfaces the temperature is calculated so as to solve
mass flux radial profiles at the constrictor exit, and the radiation heat balance
in Figure 16, which tracks the mass flow fractions in-
side the arc as a function of axial location. The inlet = dT (32)
pressure also increases with the applied current, ris- di^
ing from 1.13atm at 60A to 1.37atm at 130A. These where e is the emissivity of the material and SB =
two related effects produce increased thrust as the 5.67 x 10- 8  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
current is increased. The power transferred to the Along the inner anode boundary, the wall heat flux
anode wall increases with increasing current, from from the previously described flow simulation is in-
0.85kW at 60A to 1.98kW at 130A, primarily due put, while at the cathode tip an experimentally de-
to the increased flux of current-carrying electrons at termined heat input of 100W is assumed.
the anode surface. The effective anode voltage drop The addition of heat to the flowing propellant is
increases only slightly, however, from 14.1V at the essentially a 1-D problem, so the equations
lower current to 15.2V at the higher current.

The effect of varying the mass flow rate on arc- puO k- 2T and pvc T = k 2  (33)
jet performance can be isolated to some degree by o z  r a r  z
comparing the three cases in Table 4 with differ- are employed in the gas passages, the former in the
ent mass flow rates but similar specific powers. The axial flow section and the latter in the radial flow
first, fourth, and last cases listed in that table have section. Parabolic gas temperature and velocity dis-
specific powers of 120 MJ/kg and specific impulses tributions are assumed, and the equations are inte-
of 1030 seconds, plus or minus a few percent. The grated by a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme from the
main difference between these cases lies in their re- rear of the thruster assembly to the plenum entrance.
suiting current distributions, as shown in Figure 17. For the case of (ri = 0.lg/s, I=100A), Figure 20
Since increasing the mass flow rate increases the shows the heat flux to the anode as a function of
density, which directly decreases the heat diffusiv- axial distance based on the results of the flow sim-
ity (a = p-), the arc becomes more constricted. ulation described in the previous section. The bulk
This greater constriction produces higher electron of the heat is transferred by current carrying elec-
and gas temperatures inside the arc and lower ter- trons, which are deposited in the first 1/3 of the
peratures outside of the arc (Figure 18). Since the nozzle in the current attachment zone. The resulting
width of the outer layer also increases with the mass temperature distribution in the thruster assembly is
flow rate, this leads to increased convection in the pictured in Figure 21. A maximum temperature of
current attachment region and consequently to a 1550°K is reached in the current attachment region
broader attachment zone, as shown in Figure 17. of the anode, and the temperature varies from 875°K
This effect then translates into a higher predicted at the cathode root to 990°K at the plenum entrance
discharge voltage. to 1080°K at the anode tip. The propellant in the

8
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gas passages is heated to 825°K by conduction from solved using MacCormack's method and successive
the electrodes. In terms of power, 1.45kW is de- over-relaxation. Numerical results are achieved for
posited into the anode and 0.1kW into the cathode. hydrogen propellant, and calculated thrust, spe-
Of this input amount, 49% is transferred to the pro- cific impulse, and discharge voltage compare well
pellant, 34% is conducted to the backplate, and 17% with experimental data for the German TT1 arcjet
is radiated to space. While beneficial recovery of one thruster. The internal two-dimensional structure of
half of the anode power loss is achieved with this the flow is revealed, particularly with respect to arc
design, the results suggest that performance could development and anode attachment, and the two-
be increased even further by adding thermal insula- temperature nature of the flow is evident. In par-
tion near the thruster backplate to maintain a higher ticular, the integration of a separate electron energy
temperature throughout the thruster assembly. equation has shown that stable attachment of the arc

The resulting inlet gas and electrode wall temper- to the anode occurs by increased local ohmic heating
atures from the heat balance model were then used coupled with nonequilibrium dissociation and ioniza-
as new boundary conditions for the arcjet flow sim- tion in the flow between the arc core and the anode
ulation. Figure 22 compares predicted performance wall.
using both the old and new temperature boundary An anode thermal model has been developed in
conditions at a mass flow rate of 0.lg/s. While the order to provide more realistic estimates of the in-
anode model shows closer agreement with experi- let gas and anode wall temperatures. The model
mental results at low currents, it does worse in terms predicts a temperature maximum in the current at-
of accuracy at higher currents. For the 60A case the tachment region due to local heating from current-
inlet and wall temperatures calculated by the heat carrying electrons. Coupling of the heat balance
balance model are 200 - 300°K less than those spec- model to the internal flow simulation results in closer
ified in the original simulation, so the thrust and Isp agreement with experiment at low currents but not
are lower. For the 100A case, the lower inlet gas at higher currents for a mass flow rate of 0.lg/s.
temperature predicted by the heat balance model is While the heat balance model predicts a lower in-
offset by increased heating of the flow by the an- let gas temperature than originally specified, it also
ode wall in the constrictor exit and current attach- shows that the anode wall temperature is much
ment regions, resulting in a slightly higher specific higher than originally specified in the current attach-
impulse. For the 130A case, the inlet gas tempera- ment region for the higher current cases, resulting in
ture is still lower than originally specified (910 0 K), higher performance predictions. In summary, use of
but the anode wall temperatures are much higher the coupled thermal model improves voltage predic-
(1150°K at the inlet and 1250°K at the exit, peak- tions but overpredictions in voltage and thrust of up
ing at 1850°K). This causes a substantially higher to 10% still remain. These overpredictions are most
performance prediction. The predicted voltages for likely tied to remaining deficiencies in the modeling
these cases with a coupled anode thermal model are of the anodic arc attachment.
slightly lower than those calculated with the previ-
ously specified boundary temperatures. This is due
to preferential concentration of the anodic arc at- Acknowledgements
tachment in the region of elevated wall temperature.
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Figure 1: Electric Potential Axial Profile for the Baseline Case Arcjet Simulation
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Figure 2: Enclosed Current Contours for the Baseline Case of I = 100A, 7i = O.lg/s
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Figure 3: Ionization Fraction Contours for the Baseline Case of I = 100A, i = 0.1g/s
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Figure 4: Electron Temperature Contours for the Baseline Case of I = 100A, m = 0.lg/s
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Figure 5: Gas Temperature Contours for the Baseline Case of I = 100A, mh = O.lg/s
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Figure 6: Axial Velocity Contours for the Baseline Case of I = 100A, ri = 0.1g9/
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Figure 7: Radial Profiles of Some Terms in the Electron Energy Equation in the Current Attachment Region
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Figure 9: Radial Profiles of Some Terms in the Electron Density Equation in the Current Attachment Region
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Figure 19: Arcjet Thruster Assembly Schematic for Anode Heat Balance Model
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Figure 20: Heat Flux to Anode from Baseline Case Flow Simulation Results (rh = O.lg/s, I=100A)
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Figure 21: Thruster Assembly Temperature Distribution for Baseline Case Heat Flux
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Figure 22: Effect of Anode Model Coupling on Predicted Performance (mi = O.lg/s)
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